AMERICA IS A CORPORATION AND THE STATE OWNS YOUR CHILDREN
Amazingly, Human Beings have no idea who they are or even where they came from. And they don’t
seem to be too concerned about this either. Perhaps I’m too obsessed with the topic as well as a bit
crazy, but personally I can’t just go about my pedestrian day without at least often and serious
consideration of this subject. And that’s just on a metaphysical level. How about who we are
physically? Do we even know who we are from a physical standpoint? Are you even aware that at all
times during your entire life you are being lorded over physically, legally, financially and even morally?
You should know that these Controllers consider you cattle and dispensable.
So what exactly is this Civilization we are all forced into upon birth? It is a prison disguised as a
matrix of control systems by which our lives our inevitably, completely and blindly led…..the legal
system, the banking system, the education system, the medical system, all ruled over by the
omniscient State. These systems are all nationalized and follow strict regulations. So it doesn’t
matter how sweet your teacher or doctor is, they must obey the rules of their particular system. We
are brain-washed with the help of the Media and our Schooling to believe that the people have affect
over the government and this is just fantasy. Each one of these pillars or rather bars of Civilization
serves to continually and increasingly control and dehumanize us at such an invisible rate we as
humans have lost all sight of where and who we are supposed to be. We are spiritual beings who have
been shown time and time again the power and beauty of our minds and emotions in healing and
creation, and yet a group of unseen men give us a number at birth like a product and make a list of
what we can and cannot do while alive on planet earth. Rules which they of course do not follow
themselves. And agents of the State will come with guns and lock you in a cage if you do not obey
their rules. And the men who dress up in costumes and assume their false authority over us are the
most psychopathically disenchanted of all. Doctors, police, judges, priests…..Where the hell are we?
Who runs all this? And most importantly, are they good or evil? I personally take great offense to all
of this. We grow up acclimated and accustomed and told to obey a world run by pedophile
Satanists…….Who controls them?
If you follow the progression which their laws and concepts direct you it is clear. They are proceeding
with and succeeding in taking everything away from you. Your money, land, your very children,
humanity and individuality and even your Soul.
Three pieces ( and certainly not nearly the only ones available ) which open up some of the hidden
reality and questions the legalities of these systems…..they reveal that your birth certificate really
means you are a human resource owned by the banks and the State has authority over your children.
And so it begins: In Scotland they have forced every child to be under the authority of a social worker
at birth regardless of the home or family conditions. And this will never end until complete, mindless
control over everyone is achieved. But that can never happen here in the gold paved streets of
America where the citizens actually believe we are somehow magically protected from anything bad
ever happening…….
This is only one story and it takes place right here in America, in Boston.
Fifteen-year-old Justina Pelletier has been held by the State of Massachusetts for over a year against
her wishes, her parents’ judgment, or the advice of her doctors, because of a diagnosis disagreement
with Boston Children’s Hospital. Justina, who was diagnosed with Mitochondrial disease (or “mito,” a
chromosome disorder that creates a broad range of symptoms), went to BCH in February, 2013, for flu
complications. While there, attending physicians rejected her mito diagnosis and removed her from her
prescribed regimen, claiming instead that she had a somatoform disorder — that her problems were all
in her head. When her parents disagreed, the hospital called in state actors to remove the girl from
her parents’ custody. Although the prior mito diagnosis had been issued by a duly licensed physician at
a respected teaching hospital, and although its treatment was effective for keeping her symptoms in
check, the hospital accused the parents of medical child abuse for accepting their own doctor’s
diagnosis over that of BCH.
http://www.parentalrights.org/index.asp?SEC=%7BC3B22B49-8E02-45CF-AC69-36B794698820%7D

These hospital kidnappings are occurring more and more often and are actually becoming
commonplace. And the purpose of the health bill is to unite the government and medical industry and
put these in charge of you and your children from birth to death……that’s a horrific proposition. We do
not want nor do we need anyone in charge of us especially the two most psychopathic organizations
ever.
There are two other pieces of writing I would like to bring to your attention which are both fascinating
and revealing….a conversation between former attorney for the IMF Karen Hudes and Judge Anna Von
Reitz. This is a sample, the full conversation is at the link. These two women have many more
interviews and articles available that contain even more startling information. The Global Bankers
defrauding America and the world, the illegality of the banking and legal systems, and where the hell
has all the world’s gold gone to anyway?
No, Karen, the fraud is that the corporation doing business as the United States of America (Inc.) — a
governmental services company owned and operated by the Federal Reserve — “redefined” us as
foreign situs trusts owned and operated under our own Names. They grossly abused the rights of
usufruct to do this and created “States” and Americans on paper that they then “Pledged” as sureties
backing the debts of the already bankrupt United States of America, Inc.
The further fraud is that FDR then signed over both the debts and the assets of the United States of
America, Inc. to the IMF, which glutted itself on the lucrative service contracts via yet another
governmental services corporation doing business as the UNITED STATES (INC.)
http://mainerepublicemailalert.com/2014/07/18/open-letter-to-karen-hudes/

Interesting stuff, no? And now from “Structure of The Birth Certificate” by David Deschesne:
The state claims an interest in every child within its jurisdiction. The state (via CPS) will,
if it deems it necessary, nullify your parental rights and appoint a guardian (trustee) over
your children. The subject of every birth certificate is a child. The child is a valuable
asset, which if properly trained, can contribute valuable assets provided by its labor for
many years. It is presumed by those who have researched this issue, that the child itself is
the asset of the trust established by the birth certificate, and the social security number is
the numbering or registration of the trust, allowing for the assets of the trust to be tracked.
If this information is true, your child is now owned by the state. Each one of us, including
our children, are considered assets of the bankrupt UNITED STATES. We are now
designated by this government as “HUMAN RESOURCES” with a new crop born every year.
https://privatis.me/images/doc/bc/Structure.of.the.Birth.Certificate.pdf
And if you’re still reading and interested, the great website Humans Are Free does an excellent
breakdown of world power in this article:
http://humansarefree.com/2014/09/the-top-of-pyramid-rothschilds-british.html
Know Thyself…… Enjoy, bobby
https://privatis.me/images/doc/bc/Structure.of.the.Birth.Certificate.pdf

